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ABSTRACT
Rotating bending fatigue tests were carried out on specimens of ferrite-pearlitic ductile cast irons
(FPDI) with a shot-peening (SP) treatment. Influences of the SP treatment on the fatigue property
was investigated experimentally, and the change of an initial residual stress induced by the SP
treatment was discussed. As results, the fatigue strength was improved markedly by the SP
treatment, but the S-N diagram showed a two-step bending behavior in long life region over 107
cycles. The surface hardened layer and the compressive residual stresses were observed more than
300µm from the surface. Sites of the fatigue crack initiation were transferred from the surface to
subsurface in the range of longer life region over 7×106 cycles region. The initial compressive
residual stress was released partially by higher level stress cycling, however, it was almost constant
during the lower level stress cycling.

INTRODUCTION
Ductile cast irons (DI) have recently been noticed as one of the renewal materials because of their
enough strength, ductility and toughness being equal to steels as good as their easiness of
manufacturing. Therefore, the DI materials have various uses for automobile parts and other
manufacturing parts for purposes of the reduction of weight and the economical reason [1]. The DI
materials have a number of graphites and casting defects as stress concentrators in fatigue crack
initiation sites. Then, many researches about the effects of those defects on the fatigue properties
have been carried out until now [2∼6]. On the other hand, it is well known that a shot-peeing (SP)
treatment is one of the effective method for the improvement of fatigue strength [7,8], and it is
useful practically for the automobile parts. However, it has not been investigated sufficiently effects
of the SP treatment on the fatigue property such as a fracture mechanism and characteristics of S-N
diagram in the short and the long life region of the DI materials.
In this paper, rotating bending fatigue tests were carried out on specimens of ferrite-pearlitic ductile
cast irons (FPDI) with the SP treatment, and effects of the SP treatment on fracture morphologies
and fatigue properties were investigated. It is expected that the SP treatment results not only the
high level of work-hardening and the high compressive residual stress, but also, the decrease in
casting defects in near surface layer, and then, they lead a considerable improvement of fatigue
strength. Therefore, the initial distributions of hardness and the residual stress in the surface
hardened layer by the SP treatment were measured, then, the changes in the initial residual stress

were discussed during cyclic stressing. Furthermore, differences in fatigue fracture morphologies in
the short and the long regions of fatigue life were discussed from detailed observations of crack
initiation sites with a scanning electron microscopy.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The material used in this study was a ferrite-pearlitic ductile cast iron (FPDI), and the chemical
compositions (wt.%) are C:3.79, Si:2.20, Mn:0.22, P:0.012, S:0.007 and Mg:0.26, respectively.
Surface microstructure is shown in Figure 1 and the structure is composed with distributed
spheroidal graphites surrounded by ferrite structure and pearlite structure as a matrix. The
characteristics of the microstructure were measured by means of an image processing analysis
technique, and the nodularity hg: 83.7%, the nodule count ng:175(1/mm2), the ferritic area fraction
ff:65.1%, the pearlitic area fraction fp:23.6%, the graphite area fraction fg:11.3%.

Figure 1 Surface microstructure of FPDI material.
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Test specimen is solid round bar type with a shallow groove in the central part as shown in Figure 2.
The surface of the specimen was finished with buffing to mirror finish, and this condition of the
specimen is named as the AC (as cast) material. The conditions of the shot-peening treatment is as
follows; a shot size:φ0.6mm steel with a hardness of HCR 53, air pressure: 0.245MPa, and arc
height: 0.4mm. The specimens are named as the SP materials. The mechanical properties of both of
the AC and the SP materials are almost similar. And the AN (annealed) materials were prepared for
reducing the effect of the residual stress, and the annealed condition was 500°C for 2 hrs.




Figure 2 Shape and dimensions of specimen.
The distributions of hardness and residual stress in the internal direction were measured in order to
investigate the effects of the SP treatment. Micro-Vickers hardness tester was used for the
measurement of hardness distribution of the disc section cut from the SP treated specimens, and the
hardness of ferritic area was measured. X-ray diffraction device was used for the measurement of
residual stress of specimens surface which was removed repeatedly by electro-polishing. The
conditions of X-ray method with Cr-Kα for residual stress measurement is as follows; a diffraction:
α-Fe[211], a tube voltage: 30Kv and a tube current: 40mA. Fatigue tests were carried out on the
AC, the SP and the AN materials under rotating bending stressing in air at room temperature. The

change of the residual stress during fatigue process was examined by the above X-ray diffraction
method. And also, the crack initiation sites were observed for the fracture surface by a electron
microscopy (SEM).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3 shows the distribution of Vickers hardness in the internal direction from the surface. The
hardness distribution of the AC material showed almost constant values, and the surface hardened
layer of the SP material was observed more than 300µm depth from the surface. In the AN material,
the surface hardened layer was disappeared and the hardness distribution showed almost constant,
but the hardness value was lower slightly than the AC material. Figure 4 shows the distribution of
the residual stress in the internal direction from the surface. In the AC material, the residual stress
showed about zero except the work-hardened layer of very surface by specimen working. In the SP
material, the compressive residual stress existed in 500µm depth from the surface, and also, the
maximum value of the SP materials was about -450MPa at 20µm depth from the surface. As the
surface roughness induced by the SP treatment is assumed to be a factor reducing the fatigue
strength, the surface roughness of the SP specimen was measured. The values of the maximum
surface roughness Rmax were 2.8µm, 43.8µm and 43.0µm for the AC, the SP and the AN materials,
respectively, and it is clear that the roughness of the SP and the AN material increased remarkably
with comparing of that of the AC material.
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Figure 3 Hardness distribution in the internal direction of the AC, the SP
and the AN materials.
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Figure 4 Residual stress distribution in the internal direction of the AC
and the SP materials.
Figure 5 shows a typical cross sectional microstructure of the surface hardened layer of the SP
material. From the observation, the deformation of the basic matrix of ferrite- pearlitic structure and

the spheroidal graphites occurred by the SP treatment in the region of about 100µm depth from the
surface, and the microshrinkages near the surface were not observed because of the SP treatment.

Figure 5 Cross sectional microstructure of the SP material.
Figure 6 shows the results of fatigue tests of the SP, the AC and the AN materials. The fatigue
strength of the SP material was improved remarkably comparing with the AC materials, but, the SN diagram of the SP material showed a two-step bending behavior in the long life region which the
apparent horizontal limit existed at the stress amplitude of 350MPa over 106 cycles region, and after
that the fatigue strength fell down over 107 cycles region. This behavior has not been reported about
the SP treated DI materials, but there have been reported some times in very long life fatigue region
of high strength steels. And, the fatigue limit of the AC material was 220MPa, and then, the fatigue
strength of the AN materials showed lower than that of the AC material, and this meant that the
fatigue strength was reduced from the notch effects of surface roughness induced by the SP
treatment. Both of the S-N diagram of the AC and the AN materials didn't show the two-step
bending behavior as like in the case of the SP material.
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Figure 6 S-N diagrams of the AC, the SP and the AC materials.
From the observations of fracture surfaces of the AC and the SP materials, all the crack initiation
sites of the AC materials in whole region of fatigue life, and of the SP materials in the shorter life
region before 5×106 cycles were gathering graphites or casting defects existing just under the
surface as similar as having been reported in the several kinds of DI materials [2∼6]. Figure 7 shows
an example of the crack initiation site of the SP material. In this case, the stress amplitude σa was
370MPa, and the number of cycles to failure Nf was 5.744×105 cycles. However, the sites of the
fatigue crack initiations of the SP materials in the longer life region than 7×106 cycles were
transferred from the surface to subsurface, and the crack initiation sites of that case were casting
defects existing in over 300µm depth from the surface. Fig.8 shows an example of the fracture
surface of the crack initiation site in case of σa=346MPa, Nf=2.05×107 cycles. In the Figure 6, the

marks i show the specimens fractured from the inner defects. And, the average depth of crack
initiation sites existed about 300∼700µm and the depth didn't depend on the stress amplitude. And,
the root area of the defect size was about 85∼195µm, and also didn't depend on the stress amplitude.

Figure 7 Crack initiation site in the shorter range of fatigue life,
σa=370MPa, Nf=5.744×105 of the SP material.

(a) the lower magnification
(b) the higher magnification
Figure 8 Crack initiation site in the longer range of fatigue life,
σa=346MPa, Nf=2.05×107 of the SP material.
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Figure 9 shows changes of the compressive residual stresses during fatigue process. The
measurement of the residual stress changes were carried out for two levels of stress amplitude; the
higher level was 450MPa, being the surface fracture type, and the lower level as 340MPa, being the
internal fracture type. From the results, the compressive residual stress in the higher level stress,
decreased at very early stage and saturated at the initial cyclic stressing. On the other hand, it was
almost constant during fatigue process in the lower level stress cycling.
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Figure 9 Changes of the surface residual stresses during fatigue process of the SP materials.
From the results of Figure 9, the changes of the initial compressive residual stresses was 80MPa for

σa=450MPa, and 0 for σa=340MPa, respectively. It has been generally reported that the initial
compressive residual stress σr decreased when the sum of the σr and the loading stress σa became
larger than the yield stress σs [9]. Saruki et al has reported [10] that the residual stress after cyclic
loading |σr after| could be evaluated from the following Eqn.,
|σr after| = |σr | - (|σ| max - σs)

(1)

where, σs in Eqn. (1) is assumed as a relation of σs=0.23Hv×9.8. TABLE 1 shows the evaluated
value of |σr after| from using Eqn. (1). Comparing the values in the TABLE 1 with the experimental
values, the both values were almost similar.

TABLE 1 Estimated surface residual stresses after cyclic stressing [MPa].
σa
450
400
350
300

|σ|max
|σ|max-σs
|σr after|
800
100
250
750
50
300
700
0
350
650
0
350
σr after : Estimated surface residual stress after fatigue test.

CONCLUSION
High cycle fatigue properties in long life region of the SP treated FPDI material was investigated
the effects of the SP treatment on the fatigue strength, the fracture morphology and the initial
residual stress change induced by the SP treatment. The results obtained in this study are as follows:
1. The fatigue strength at 107 cycles of the SP material were improved remarkably comparing with
that of the AC material, but the S-N diagram of the SP material showed the two-step bending
behavior in the long life region.
2. The fracture sites of the SP materials showed two-type fracture morphology, one was the surface
fracture type from the surface defects in the shorter life region before in 5×106 cycles, the other
was the internal fracture type from the inner defects in the longer life region over in 7×106 cycles.
3. The decrease in the initial compressive residual stress depended on the cyclic stress level, in the
case of the high level stress amplitude 450MPa, the decrease in the residual stress was 80MPa.
The decrease amount was evaluated from the relations of the initial residual stress, the stress
amplitude and the yield strength.
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